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INTRODUCTION 
IN ORDER to study embeddings of polyhedra in manifolds we suppose that all manifolds 
concerned have polyhedral structures, and all maps are piecewise linear. We assume the 
foundations of polyhedral theory as set out in Zeeman’s I.H.E.S. notes [l l] of which we 
make particular use of Chapter 6 on general position; in fact, all our applications of general 
position are either covered by that chapter, or are in subsets of Euclidean space, where 
more general methods such as algebraic independence are available. 
For relative regular neighbourhoods see [7]. 
Our main results are combinatorial analogues of some results of Haefliger [l, 21, and 
Weber has covered the special case of embedding polyhedra in Euclidean space [l 11. 
$1. STATEMENTS OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
If c( : X + X, c( : Y+ Y are involutions of topological spaces, a mapf: X+ Y is called 
equicariant if fa = UJ 
Given a topological space X, we write X2 for X x X, and Ax for the diagonal of X2, 
that is the set of points (x, x). We write c( : X2 + X2 for the involution given by a(x, y) = 
(y, x), and c( : X2 x I + X2 x I for the involution given by a(x, y, t) = (y, x, t). 
Thus f : X2 --f Y2 is equivariant iff(x, y) = ~_f(r, x), and an equivariant homotopy is 
the same as a homotopy through equivariant maps. 
An equivariant mapf : X2 -+ Y 2 is called isooariant iff-‘(Ay) = AX. For an isovariant 
homotopy, f -‘(Ay) = Ax x I. 
Any map f : X+ Y determines an equivariant map f 2 : X2 + Y2 by f 2(x, y) = 
(f(x), f(y)). Iff is an embedding, then f 2 is isovariant. Every homotopy F : X x I + Y gives 
rise to an equivariant homotopy X2 x I + Y2, and every isotopy gives an isovariant 
homotopy. If f is homotopic to an embedding, then f 2 is equivariant homotopic to an 
isovariant map. 
Our main theorem is a converse to this when X is a polyhedron, Y is a polyhedral 
manifold, and the dimensions are in the so-called metastable range. All maps are supposed 
to be piecewise linear. 
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THEOREM 1. Let K be a polyhedron of dimension n, M a polyhedral manifold of dimension 
m. Let $J : K+ M be a map, and 3n < 2m - 3. If there is an equirariant homotopy from 4’ 
to an isocariant map F,, then C$ is homotopic to an embedding #I such that 4,’ is isovariant 
homotopic to Fl. 
Outlineofproof. 3n<2m-3impliesn~m-3orn=1,m=3orn=O,m=2.In 
the case n = 1, m = 3, Theorem 1 is equivalent by general position to Theorem 3, and the 
case n = 0, m = 2 is wholly trivial. We can thus assume that n < m - 3. 
Let F: K2 x I-, M2 be the equivariant homotopy with F, = 4’ and Fl isovariant. 
We first make a minor alteration to 4 to make 4 non-degenerate, and to move b(K) 
into the interior of M. 
We triangulate K, and apply a kind of general position to F using the triangula- 
tion. This enables us to find a finer triangulation such that for any simplex 6, F 1 o2 x I is 
isovariant. 
Finally, we construct a sequence of homotopies starting with 4, and always moving 
each simplex of K isotopically, so as to make F isovariant on each cell c x r x I of KZ x Z 
in turn, where 6, r are simplices of K. 
The details are given in $5, and use the intersection theory of $3. 
Theorem 1 has relative versions in which a subpolyhedron K,, of K, embedded by 4, is 
kept fixed. If 4(K,) c &?, a sufficient condition for this is that F 1 Ko2 x Z be isovariant. 
However, since all the moves of Theorem 1 take place in ti, an extra condition is 
needed if 4(K,,) n ,%I # 0. 
THEOREM 1 (R). ZfK,, is a subpolyhedron of K, $4 embeds K, in M, ifKl = K,, n C#J- ‘(I!?), 
and if F 1 (Ko2 v K, x K v K x KJ x Z is isovariant, then q5 is homotopic to an embedding 
keeping K,, jixed. 
The proof is given in $5. 
More elaborate relative versions may also be devised. 
We show by counterexamples in 92 that 3n $2m - 3 cannot be replaced by 
3n < 2m - 2 in Theorem 1, and also that the weaker hypothesis that 4’ 1 (K2 - AK) be 
equivariant homotopic to a map into M2 - A.M is insufficient. 
If F is only given in the neighbourhood of AK, then we can at least make C#J homotopic 
to an immersion: 
THEOREM 2. Let r$ : K-+ M be as in Theorem 1. Zf there is a neighbourhood U OJ~L& such 
that 42 1 U is equivariant homotopic to an isovariant map Fl : U+ M2 then 4 is homotopic to 
an immersion & such that +I’ 1 U is isovariant homotopic to Fl. 
In ‘his proof of the theorem on differentiable manifolds analogous to Theorem 1, 
Haefliger first makes C$ an immersion and F isovariant in a neighbourhood of AK x Z, see 
[I, 21. We begin by making 4 locally an embedding and F locally isovariant in a different 
sense, as explained above, but we do also produce a theorem on regular homotopy of 
immersions. 
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THEOREM 3. If 3n < 2m - 3, if I$ : K + M is an immersion, and if f$’ is equicariant 
homotopic to an isocariant map F, by an equirariant homotopy F: K2 x I -+ ?M’ such that 
AK x I is open in F-‘(A,,), then 4 is regularly homotopic to an embedding 4, such that 
41 2 is isocariant homotopic to F,. 
The proof is given in $4. 
Corollaries 
As a corollary to Theorem 1 we have a theorem on finding an isotopy between homo- 
topic embeddings. 
COROLLARY 1. If 3/1 < 2m - 4, a homotopy 4 : R x I + A4 bettveen two embeddings 
4,, , c)l is homotopic to an isotopy betiteen 4,, and $,, provided the corresponding equicariant 
homotopy is equicariant homotopic to an isovariant homotopy; that is provided there is an 
equivariant map F: K’ x Ix I-+ k!’ such that F,+, = cjs2, F,., = qbo2, F,,, = +12, and 
F,,, is isovariant for all s, t E I trlhere Fs,,(x, y) = F(x, y, S, t) and (i)((x) = 4(x, t). 
The proof is given in $6. 
Similarly from Theorem 3 : 
COROLLARY 2. If3n < 2m - 4, a regular homotopy 4 : K x I -+ M betbreen embeddings 
40, $1 is regularly homotopic to an isotopy betlc,een $O and $1, provided there exists an 
equivariant homotopy F : K2 x I x I -+ M2 as in Corollary 1 but with AK x I x I open in 
F -‘(AM). 
A similar corollary to Theorem 2 may reasonably be conjectured, but would depend on 
a suitable analogue of Hudson’s concordance theorem [5].t 
In Theorem 1 the hypothesis that 4 and F be piecewise linear is essential for Proposi- 
tion 10 but we can deduce theorems with topological rather than with piecewise linear 
hypotheses :
COROLLARY 3. If 3n < 2m - 3, a continuous map 4 : K -+ M is homotopic to a piecewise 
linear embedding if and only if (p’ is equivariant homotopic to a (continuous) isovariant map. 
Thus the existence of a PL embedding homotopic to 4 is independent of the polyhedral 
structure of K. 
In the appendix we show that for any simplicial approximation il/ to 4, $2 is PL 
equivariant homotopic to a (PL) isovariant map. The corresponding corollary to Theorem 2 
is obvious, but Theorem 3 should not be expected to yield a corollary of this type. 
COROLLARY 4. If 3n < 2m - 3, any topological embedding or immersion of K in M can 
be approximated arbitrarily closely by a PL embedding or immersion. 
Proof. We suppose given a metric on a neighbourhood N of 4(K) in M, and it is 
required to find a homotopy from 4 to an embedding (or immersion) in which no point is 
moved further than some given 6 from its original position. Let q be such that any set of 
diameter <q is contained in a ball of diameter $+d. Let $ be a simplicial approximation 
t ADDED IN PROOF. This corollary is now established for 3n < 2m - 4. 
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to 4, moving no point more than +a. Triangulate K so that the image under rl/ of each 
simplex has diameter <$q. This means that all (relevant) intersections are local (see below) 
and can be removed by a homotopy which moves no point further than 46. 
If K collapses to a polyhedron K,, of dimension s < n, then the hypotheses of Theorem 3 
can be weakened as follows: 
COROLLARY 5. (i) If 4 : K -+ M is an immersion, if 3s < 2m - 3, and if there is an equi- 
variant homotopy F: K02 x I --+ M2 lvith F,, = (4 1 K,)‘, Fl isocariant, and AK, x I open in 
F-‘(A,), then 4 is regularly homotopic to an embedding 4, ,vith (4, 1 KO)* isocariant homo- 
topic to Fl. 
(ii) IfF: K2 x I + M2 \LYth F, = +‘, FL isooariant, and AK x I opera in F -‘(A,& then 4 
is regularly homotopic to an embedding C#J, lt,ith 412 isouariant homotopic to F,. 
Proofs are given in $6. There are similar refinements of Corollary 2. 
There can be no modification of Theorems 1 or 2 analogous to Corollary 5 (i), since if 
K is collapsible the hypotheses are satisfied, yet there may be no immersion. This does not 
rule out the possibility of an analogue of 5 (ii); for smooth manifolds the analogous theorem 
is true if 2n + s < 3m - 3, see Haefliger [2], page 173. 
If 111 is (2n - m + I)-connected, we show in $3, Proposition 8, that N= 0, which means 
that intersections of adjacent simplices are trivial (unless regular homotopy is required), and 
inTheorem 1 the weaker hypothesis that $” 1 (K2 - AK) be equivariant homotopic to a map 
into M2 - A, does suffice, and similarly for Theorem 2. We show by counterexample that 
this is false if M is only (2n - m)-connected. 
If M is (2n - m + I)-connected, the hypotheses can be weakened further, as follows: 
Let 7’(M) be the space obtained from M2 by identifying to a point u the complement 
and boundary of an equivariant regular neighbourhood of AAM. The involution c1 of M2 
induces an involution c1 of T(M) keeping fixed AM and w. If i is a point of AM, then 
T(M) - (A.bf - <) deformation retracts equivariantly onto a sphere S” with an involution 
u’ which keeps fixed the poles [, o, and is the suspension of the antipodal map of the 
equatorial S”- ‘. 
Iff: K --f Mis in general position,f* induces a mapf : R + T(M), where R = K2 - AK, 
such that dim(f( R) n AM) < 2n - m. If M is (212 - m)-connected, we can deform f so that 
f(R) n A,M c {[}, and hence we have an equivariant map _? : r? --f S”, with respect to the 
involution ~1’ of S”, whose equivariant homotopy class is uniquely determined if M is 
(2n - m + I)-connected. 
COROLLARY 6. Zf q5 : K + M Ithere M is (2n - m + l)-connected and 3n < 2m - 3, if 
4 is equiuariant homotopic to the constant map i?- w E S”, then 4 is homotopic to an 
embedding. 
COROLLARY 7. If 4 : K + A4 where M is (2n - m + I)-connected and 3n < 2m - 3, if 
there is a neighbourhood U of AK in K2 szrch that $ 1 (U n I?) is equicariant homotopic to 
U n i? + o E S”, then 4 is homotopic to an immersion. 
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Proofs of Corollaries 6 and 7 are given in 56. Hypotheses of this type are inadequate to 
establish a regular homotopy: consider for example an immersion of S” in R’” with a single 
transverse self-intersection. 
Corollaries 6 and 7 give rise to obstruction theories as follows: Let K* be the quotient 
space of R by U, and G the bundle over K* with fibre S” and group Z2 acting on S” by 
z’, which is associated with the double covering R --$ K*. 
Equivariant homotopy classes of equivariant maps R + S” are clearly in one-one 
correspondence with homotopy classes of sections of G; the section corresponding to a 
mapf: K -+ M will be denoted by s/. The constant map g -+ LC) E S” gives the section s,. 
COROLLARY 8. If M is (2n - m + I)-connected and 3n d 2m - 3, a map f: K -+ M is 
homotopic to an embedding if and only if sI , s, are homotopic sections of 15. 
COROLLARY 9. f is homotopic to an immersion ifand only if there is an equiLIariant neigh- 
bourhood U of A, such that sJ. 1 U*, s, 1 U* are homotopic sections of & 1 Ii*, where U* is the 
quotient of U n R by rl. 
Finally, if K is a manifold we are able to deduce embedding theorems based on the 
connectivity off. Recall that ni(f) stands for zi(C,, K) where C,- is the mapping cylinder of 
f:K+M. 
In $6 we prove (Proposition 13) that if V is a manifold, if f: V-t A4 has S, f c p, if 
ni(f) = 0 for i < 2n - m + 1, and if tl < m - 2, then f 2 is equivariant homotopic to an 
isovariant map. 
Thus: 
COROLLARY 10. If V is a manifold, if f: V-+ M has S, f c p, if xi(f) = 0 for 
i < 2n - m + 1, and if 3n < 2m - 3, then f is homotopic to an embedding. 
The connectivity condition of Corollaries 6 to 9 occurs in Irwin’s embedding theorem 
[S] which, however, is concerned only with embedding manifolds, and the connectivity 
condition of Corollary 10 occurs in Hudson’s embedding theorem [6]. However, none of 
these theorems is restricted to the metastable range. 
82. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
The first counterexample is concerned with the condition 3n < 2m - 3 in Theorem 
1 (R). 
Counterexample 1. There is a polyhedron K, a sub-polyhedron KO, and map 
f:K-+B”, where 3n = 2m - 2 such that f2 is equivariant homotopic to an isovariant map 
keeping Ko2 u Kl x K u K x Kl fixed, where Kl = f -‘(B “) n K, , but f is not homotopic 
to an embedding keeping K, fixed. 
Proof. K is to be the disjoint union of two copies of B”, say B,” v B2”, K, = B1”uB2”. 
Since 7rn_1(Sm-n-1 ) is not stable, we can (for most n) choose x E x~-~(S~-“-~) so that 
‘1 # 0, but CCL = 0, where we use a for suspension. 
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Letf I B,” be a proper embedding. 
Letf Ibl” be an embedding whose homotopy class in B” -f(&,“) 2: Smmn-l is r. This 
is easily constructed. 
Letfl BLn be some extension off1 bl” to a proper embedding. 
Obviously f is not homotopic to an embedding keeping K, fixed, since if we could 
deform B,” off B,” we could deform it into B”, contradicting Y # 0. 
NOW f 2 is obviously isovariant on (B,“)’ and on BF x dj” for i, j = 1, 2; i #j. Also 
f 2 I B,” x Bz” maps (B,” x B?“)’ into Em, giving a homotopy class K E TC~“((B’“)~, Bm) E 
TC~~-~(S~-‘). No w li = 0 since K = Cz = (-)nX~,x = 0, see $3, Lemma 2, or K = 0 more 
simply if n = 10 since 7i19(S”) = 0. Thus f2 1 B,” x Bz” can be deformed into Em keeping 
(B,” x B,“)’ fixed. This furnishes the equivariant homotopy from f2 to an isovariant map. 
We now modify Counterexample 1 so as to cover the absolute version of Theorem 1. 
Comterexample 2. There is a polyhedron K, a manifold M and a map 4 : K + hl which 
is not homotopic to an embedding, though $” is equivariant homotopic to an isovariant 
map and 3n = 2m - 2. 
Proof. M is to be B” with n-handles attached along f(h;) of Counterexample 1, K is 
to be a union of two n-spheres, S,” u S2”, and 4 is to be given by f of Counterexample 1 
together with the cores of the handles. 
Now 4’ is equivariant homotopic to an isovariant map, simply by extending f 2. 
We have to show that Cp is not homotopic to an embedding. 
Suppose 4 N II/, with Ic, an embedding. 
By Zeeman’s unknotting theorem [ 121, Chapter 8, S” unknots in M, since M N S” v S”, 
which is (n - I)-connected. Thus we may suppose II/ agrees with d, on Sin, and we have only 
to consider the homotopy of S2n, say F : S,” x I + M. 
On moving F into general position there is an n-disc D in Sz” such that F embeds 
D x I. We may therefore suppose that F keeps fixed a disc in S2”, and that this disc is the 
core of the handle. We can thus confine our attention to the homotopy of B2”, say 
G : B2” x I + M. 
Let Bim-” be the central disc of the ith handle. By general position dim G -‘(B,“-“) < 1, 
and the set V of points vertically above thus set does not meet S2 G or the core of either 
handle. 
Thus by discarding a regular neighbourhood of V we have a homotopy from 4 to a 
new embedding II/ which agrees with 4 except on B2”, and such that B2” does not cross the 
central disc of either handle during the homotopy. Effectively B1” does not move out of 
B”. But this is impossible, by Counterexample 1. 
We next show that the hypothesis that 4’ be equivariant homotopic to an isovariant 
map cannot be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that 4’ I I? be equivariant homotopic to 
a map into fi, even if M is (2n - nz)-connected. 
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Counterexample 3. There is a polyhedron K, a manifold M and a map c$ : K ---* M where 
M is (2n - m)-connected such that $’ 1 i? is equivariant homotopic to a map into A, but 
# is not homotopic to an embedding. 
Proof. We use Irwin’s example [see, e.g. 121. Let C$ : S”- R”” be a map with just one 
transverse self-intersection, M”’ a regular neighbourhood of 4(S”). M is connected. 
4 : S”+ M’” is not homotopic to an embedding, but we show that 4’ 13” is equi- 
variant homotopic to a map into iii. 
For any polyhedron K, if U is an equivariant regular neighbourhood of A, in K2, then 
R deformation retracts equivariantly onto K* - U. See [4]. 
In the present case, ($*)-‘(AAM) consists of just two points, which iJ may be chosen to 
contain. The deformation retraction furnishes the required equivariant homotopy. 
53. INTERSECTION THEORY 
We develop here the intersection theory needed in the next two sections. 
Let g : B4+ M be an embedding of a ball B4 in the interior of a PL manifold M of 
dimension m. We shall often write Bq for g(Bq). 
Iff:BP, fip-+M-81, M--Bq’ 1s any map, we write l’I(f, g) for the h omotopy class 
off in n,(M - dq, M - B4), called the intersection class off and g. 
We shall usually be interested in the case where f is also an embedding. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P c M be a polyhedron of dimension n, with P n f (BP) = 0 and 
dim(Pn&)<n+q-m. 
Iff: BP, fip+M--Ljq, M - Bq is an embedding, if lII(f, g) = 0, 2p + q < 2m - 3, 
p_tq+n<2m-3, andp<m - 3, then there is an embedding fi : BP+ A4 such that 
fi IBp =fl BP, fl(BP) n B4 = 0, andf, is isotopic to f by an ambient isotopy supported by a 
baZlinM-(P~~~uf(l?~)). 
Proof. Since ll(f, g) = 0, there is a homotopy F : BP x I + M - B4 such that F(x, t) = 
f(x) if t = 0 or if x E BP, and such that F(BP x 1) n B4 = 0. 
By general position we can arrange that dim F-‘(P n b4) < (p + 1) -t (n + q - m) - 
m,< -1, so that F-‘(P n Aq) = 0. Writing Q for F-‘(B4), this means that 
F(Q) n P = 0. 
AgainwecanmakedimQ,<p+q-m+I,dimF~’(P)~p+n-m+1,dimS,F,< 
2p + 2 - m, and dim(Q n S, F) ,< (2p + 2 - m) + (p + q - m + 1) - (p + 1) < - 1. Thus 
F embeds Q, and clearly embeds (BP x 0) u Q in M - P. 
Writing R for the closure of F-‘(F(BP x 0)) - (BP x 0), we have, in general, 
dimR<2p--+ 1. AlsodimBrF<2p-m+ 1. 
Let T be the set {(x, t) E BP x I: 3s > t, (x, s) E Q}, that may be thought of as the 
“ shadow ” of Q. Now dim T < p + q - m + 2, so in general T does not meet R, BrF or 
F-‘(P), and meets S, Fin a finite set of points no two of which correspond under F. Thus 
F embeds T u (BP x 0). 
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Let U be a neighbourhood of T which avoids the “ opposite number” of each point of 
T n S, F: thus T n S,(F 1 U) = @, and we can find a regular neighbourhood V of T in U 
such that VA S,(F 1 U) = fa, i.e. F embeds V. Now V can easily be chosen so that F 
embeds Y u (B p x 0) and so that V n F-‘(P) = a. 
Now V is a regular neighbourhood of V n (BP x 0) mod( V n (BP x O))., which we 
regard as a “blister” on V n (BP x 0). The required isotopy is achieved by pushing BP 
across the blister from the bottom, BP x 0, to the top. The new embedding, fi : BP+ M is 
in M - Bq since F-‘(Bq) = Q is contained inside V. 
Enclose V n (BP x 0) in a ball W in BP x 0. The isotopy is covered by an ambient 
isotopy supported by a regular neighbourhood of F( V u W), which does not meet P. This 
regular neighbourhood is a ball, which completes the proof. 
Only the last paragraph fails if the condition p < m - 3 is dropped. 
Proposition 1 has given an embedding fi : BP --f M - Bq which is homotopic to f in 
M - dq. If fi’ is another such, then fi, fi’ are plainly homotopic in M - Bq (provided 
q 2 l), but may not be homotopic in M - (Bq LJ P). This is the subject of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, if bre are also gicen that 
f(BP) n Bq = Qj, then, for any 6 E np+l (M - Bq, M - Bq) ive can find an embedding 
fi : BP+ M - Bq isotopic to f by an ambient isotopy F slrpported by a ball in M - 
(P v Bq u f (B “)) such that II(F’, g) = 6, bvhere F’ is the homotopy from f to fi indrlced by F. 
Proof. It is easy to construct a map @ : BP x I, (BP x Z)‘--) M -Bq, M - Bq such that 
@(x, t) = f (x) if t = 0 or if x E B p and such that H((D, g) = 6. Repeat the constructions of V 
and the isotopy, as in the proof of Theorem 1. Let the new embedding constructed be fi and 
the isotopy F. Now fi is homotopic to D 1 (BP x 1) in M - Bq, since (D-‘(Bq) c V. Thus 
ll(F’, g) = IT(C), g) = 6, and the theorem is proved. 
The suspension 
If M = S” then n,(M -Bq, M - Bq) = ~c~(S~-~). We produce a map 0 : n,(M - 
Bq, M - F)-+ n,+,(M --B4-‘, M - Bq-‘) which reduces to the familiar suspension 
np(Sm-q) --) xp+l(Sm-qfl) in this case. 
From now on we use a specific coordinate system in B’. For B’ we take [ - 1, I] and 
inductively B’+’ = B’ x B’. Also B’ c B’+’ is taken to mean B’=B’xOcB’xB’; 
(x, y) E B’+l usually means x E B’, y E B1 ; 0 E B’ means the centre. For homotopy groups 
thebasepointisb=-1EB’cB’. 
Definition. Given a mapf: BP, BP+M--Bq, M- Bq, we define f’: Bpf’, gp+lj 
M -B q- ‘, M - B4-’ to be a suspension off provided : 
f’k 0) = f (4, 
f’(BP+‘) n iJq = 0, 
f’(BP+‘) n B4-l x B’ = 0 
f’-l(Bq-’ x 1) c BP x (0, l] 
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and 
f’-‘(Bq-’ x (- 1)) c BP x [-l,O). 
Existence. Given f we construct a suspension f’. First extend g to an embedding 
k : B” -+ M -f(@). We shall often ignore k as g. 
Deform f to 6, keeping BP fixed, so that 4(BP) A B” c Bq-’ x 0 x Bmmq, regarding 
B” as Bq-’ x B’ x Bmeq. Let P be the point (0, 1,0) E B”, and write Q c BP for c$-‘(B”). 
We define a map II/ : Q x B’ + M by rl/(,~, t) = I$(x) + t . P, using the linear structure 
of B”. Together 4 and li/ map BP u (Q x B’) into M, and we extend this to a map 
4’:BPxZ-+Mtaking(BP-Q)xBrintoM-Bm. 
Finally, deform 4’ so as to agree with f on BP x 0, keeping B pfl fixed, and we have 
constructed the required suspension f ‘. 
Uniqueness. We prove that any suspension f’ off is homotopic to the map 4’ just 
constructed. 
First deform f’ so as to agree with 4 instead off on BP. 
Now f’(BP x [0, 11) does not meet Bq-’ x (-l), so we can push it away from 
Bq-’ x (-1) so thatf’(BP x [0, I]) meets Bq-’ x C-1, 0] x Bmmq only in $(BP), which 
is kept fixed. 
Treating B p x [ - 1, 0] similarly, we have 
f’-l(Bq-’ x 0 x B"'-4) c BP 
f’-‘(B4-’ x C-1,0] x Bm-q) c BP x [-l,O] 
f’-‘(BP-’ x [0, l] x B”-q) c BP x [0, 11. 
Choose a neighbourhood Q of f’-‘(Bq-‘) in BP n f’-‘(B”), and q > 0 such that 
f’(Q x C-v, ~1) = B”. 
Define $ : Q x B’ --f M as in the existence proof; rl/ = 4’ 1 (Q x B’). 
We prove thatf’ I (Q x B’) is homotopic to $: the rest follows. 
Clearlyf’ is homotopic to f” wheref”(x, t) =f’(~, qt), and f” 1 (Q x B’) is homotopic 
to $, moving each point linearly in B”. Our constructions guarantee that during both stages 
Q x8’ stays in M- Bq-‘. 
Homotopic maps plainly have homotopic suspensions, so we have a map of homotopy 
classes 
a:np(M-~q,M-Bq)-+crp+l(M-dq-l,M-Bq-l). 
Clearly g is a homomorphism and commutes with the action of n,(M). 
The isomorphism theorems 
We next prove that, analogously with the traditional suspension, 0 is an isomorphism 
if p d 2(m - q) - 2 and an epimorphism if p = 2(m - q) - 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. If p + 2q < 2m - 2 then CT : rr,(M -Bq, M - BP)+ TL~+~(M -Bq-‘, 
M - Bq-‘) is a monomorphism. 
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Proof. Let z E n,(M -B4, M - B’) be such that ~‘1 = 0. We have to prove that r = 0. 
Letf: B p, B p -+ M - Bq, ICI -B q represent r, and let f' be a suspension off. We are given 
that there is a homotopy F: BP+’ x I -+ M -fig-’ such that F(x, 0) =f’(x), F(b p+’ x Z) c 
M - Bq-‘, and F(BP” x 1) c M - Bq-‘. We may suppose F(BpC1 x 1) c M - B”. 
By general position dim(F-‘(Bq-’ x 1) - (BP+’ x 0)) < p + q - m + 1 and 
dim(F-‘(BP-l x (- 1)) - (BP” x 0)) < p + q - m + 1. Thus in general the orthogonal 
projections of F-‘(Bq-’ x 1) and F-‘(BqA1 x (- 1)) on BP x I do not intersect, except 
perhaps in BP x 0. Thus in B p’l x I we can ambient isotop FT1(Bq-’ x 1) into 
BP x (0, l] x Z and F-‘(Bq-’ x (- 1)) into BP x [- 1, 0) x I. 
NowF(BPxOxZ)n~q=~,soF~BPxOxZisahomotopyofBPin~ZI-~q,with 
F,, = f and FI(BP) c M - Bq. Thus lYI(f, g) = 0, and a = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf p + 2q < 2m - 1, 0 is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Given rl E ~c~+~(M --Bq-‘, M - Bq-‘) and f: BP+‘, 8 pfl -+ M -Bq-‘, 
M - Bq-’ representing r, we have to show that f is homotopic to a suspension. 
We assume k : B” c M as above. 
We may suppose thatf(LjP+l) n B” = 0, and f(Bpfl) n (Bq-’ x B’) = 0. 
In general dim f-l(Bq-’ x (+ 1)) < p + q - m, .so ‘in general the orthogonal pro- 
jections of these two sets on BP are disjoint, and there is an ambient isotopy of BP+’ 
which deformsfso as to makef-L(B4-1 x (- 1)) c BP x [- 1,O) and f-1(B4-1 x 1) c 
BPx (0, 11. 
We now have f 1 B p: BP, dP+M-Bq, M- Bq, and f satisfies all the conditions for 
being a suspension off 1 B p. 
A different approach 
We write M2 for M x M, A for the diagonal of M2, if? for M2 - A, and MO for M - B”. 
Given f:BP, L?P+M-L?q, M-Bq, define af,,:BPx B4-+M2 by af,g(x,y)= 
(f (4 g(y)). Now a,-,, maps (BP x B4)’ into A, and so defines an element ~(f, g) of 
~c~+~(ll/J’, ;ii) which depends only on l-I(J g). We thus have a natural homomorphism 
X : xp(M -B4, M - Bq) --f n,+,(M’, ,%?i) 
Let i : M-r M2 be the inclusion of the first factor, M x b, where b is base point, and 
p : M2 -+ M be the projection onto the second factor. 
LEMMA 1. i, : ~c,(kf, MO) -+ x,(M’, ii?) is an isomorphism if r 2 2. 
Proof. M2, 16i are bundles over M with fibre M, MO respectively, and projection p. By 
the fibration property of homotopy groups p* : q(M’, M) -+ n,(M) and p* : x,(&?, MO) -+ 
q(M) are isomorphisms. 
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CL is an isomorphism, where cz is induced by inclusion 
From the exact sequence 
TI,(zi, MO)% n,(P, M) -+ n,(kP; A, M)-+ rr,_,(A, fP)Gr_,(M’, M) 
it follows that rc,(M’; I\;, M) = 0 if r 2 2. 
From the other exact sequence 
7r1+r(M2; A, M)+ 7r,(M, MO)% lr,(AP, A+n,(M2; I3, M) 
we have that i, is an isomorphism for r 2 2, as required. 
LEMMA 2. The diagram 




Proof. Let k : B” + M be an embedding extending g. We write B” for k(B”). Let 
cr~n,(M--fiq4,M--Bq)berepresentedbyamapf: BP,l?P-+M-l?q, M-Bqsuch that 
f(BP) n B” c Bq-’ x 0 x B”-q, (identifying B” with Bq-’ x B1 x Bmeq). Write P for 
(0, 1,0) E Bq-’ x B’ x B”-q. 
Choose a continuous function p : BP + Isuch that pf-‘(Bq-‘) = 1, pf-‘(A4 - B”) = 0. 
Using the linear structure in B”, definef’ : BP + M by 
f’(x, t) = f(x) + p(x). t . P if f(x) E B m 
f(x) if f(x) 6 B”. 
Clearlyf’ is a suspension off, so represents cu. 
We write g’ for g 1 Bq-’ and 4’ for af, ,s,; thus for x E BP, t E B’, YE Bq-‘, we have 
#J’(x, t, r) = (f(x) + P(X). t .P, Y) if f(x) E B” 
(f (x)3 Y) if f(x)+ B” 
and 4’ represents Cau. 
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Wedefine$:BPxB4-‘xB1+MZby 
NY, Y, t) = (f(.% Y + p(J9.t.P). 
Clearly 4 IS homotopic to flf,s. and so represents Cr. 
We also define 4* : BP x B1 x Bq-L-+M2 by 
4*(x, t, Y) = (f(x), Y - P(X). t.p>. 
Clearly +* represents ( -)qZr, the permutation of coordinates contributing (-)“-‘. 
We show that $* N $’ : Bpfq, dp’q + M’, iFf. It may be verified that a suitable homo- 
topy @ is defined by 
~((~,t,y),s)=(f(_~)+p(~).st~P,y--(x).(1 -s)t.P) if fobs 
(fW Y) if f(x) # B”. 
This completes the proof that Ea = (-)‘C. 
P~oposrrroN 5. C is an isomorphism if p + 2q < 2m - 2. 
Proof. This follows at once from the diagram 
rrp(M - Bq, M - Bq) * npfq(M, M - B”) 
the two lemmas and Propositions 3 and 4. 
Since cr(g, f) = (-)p%(l; g) it follows that if f is an embedding then o’II(f, g) = 
( -)*(p+q)(p+q-l”aPn(g, f), and II(f, g), II(g, f) are stably the same to within sign. 
Local and non-local intersections 
Let E be a regular neighbourhood of Bq in M. E is homeomorphic to Bq x Bmeq, taking 
Bq into Int(Bq x 0). Let Bmeq c E c M correspond under such a homeomorphism to 
0 x Bmeq. Write M’ for M - E. 
Now M-B4 deformation retracts onto M’ u Bmeq, and if q > 1, M’ u Bmeq N 
M’ v Sm-q, so that n,(M -Bq, M - Bq) zz n,(M v SmMq, M’). 
For any spaces X, Y the homotopy sequence of X v Y, X is split by the retraction 
A’ v Y + X, giving x,(X v Y) r n,(X) @ x,(X v Y, X) for p 2 2, where 77,(X v Y, X) is 
abelian. 
Also the sequence 
7cp( Y) + 7r,(X v Y, X) 4 n,(X v Y; x, Y) 
is split by the retraction X v Y, X-, Y, giving 
n,(X v Y, X) z 7rp( Y) 0 n,(X v Y; x, Y) for ~23 
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and indeed for p > 2, since x,(X v Y; X, Y) z rc3(X x Y; X v Y). 
Thusforpg2,q> 1 
n,(M - 84, M - B9) 2 7tp(S”-q) @ 7rp(M’ v sm-q; M’, S”-q). 
We denote the direct summands by Y, ,Y respectively. A class in 9 is called local, a class in 
J(r purely non-local. Every intersection class is the sum of its local and non-local parts. 
The case p = 1 is trivial unless m - q = 1, in which case local intersections can be 
defined since rri(Sl)--+ n,(M’ v S’, M’) is injective, but that is all. The case M = 2 breaks 
down. 
If II(J g) is local, then plainly f can be deformed into E, and the converse is true if 
p+q<2m-3, since 
n&E - dq, E - Bq) g x,(S”-~ v S”-‘, S”-‘) 
r r$,(s”-y @ 7$+&s”-l x S”--q, S”--’ v sm-y 
and the second summand is zero ifp + 1 Q 2m - q - 1. 
Let N be a regular neighbourhood of Bq mod bq in M. Iff can be deformed into N, 
then plainly II(f, g) is local, and the converse is true if p + 2q < 2nz - 2, for then 
n,(N -Bq, N- B4) zz 7t,_,(S”-q-’ ) is mapped onto 9’ on inclusion in M. 
Considering d : rcp(M’ v Smeq, M’) --f ‘c~+~(M v Smvq+‘, Ad’) it is clear that q com- 
mutes with the injection of 9 and the projection onto 9, and thus preserves the direct sum 
decomposition if q 2 2. 
Also G preserves the direct sum decomposition if q = 1, provided p d 2m - 4, for then 
we have 
Y z rrp(E - B’, E - B’) -% xp+ ,(E, E - B”) 
I I 
n,(M - @, M - B’) --f x,“+ ,(M, M - B”) 
where each c is an isomorphism. Thus the isomorphism i, : np(M, MO) + n&M ‘, A) given 
by Lemma 1 induces a direct sum decomposition n,(M2, fi)r_!Z @ N providedp < 2m - 4. 
Let D be a regular neighbourhood of AjVr in M2, and let b = D n fi. 
PROPOSITION 6. The natural homomorphism j, : x,(D, a) -+ rr,(M*, A) identifies 
TC,(D, s) with 9 provided r Q 2m - 4, and then N N n,(~Vf 2; G, 0). 
Proof. We may suppose that E x b c D, where b is a base point in M. We write E” for 
E-B’. 
In the commutative diagram 
rc,(E, E”) -5 n,(M, MO) 
7z,(D, d) 2 x,(M 2, A) 
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all homomorphisms are induced by inclusions, x identifies ;i,(E, E - B”) with, 8 and i, is 
an isomorphism: we have to prove that p is an isomorphism. 
By the Kister-Mazur theorem (see e.g. [3, 9]), D contains the total space X of an 
open-disc bundle over M. We write 2 for X n R, and suppose E x b c X. 
In the commutative diagram 
IT,@, E”) z IT,@?, E”) 
I \ 
both maps p*, induced by projections, are isomorphism by the fibration property, so y is an 
isomorphism. 
But y occurs also in the exact sequence 
rc,(b, E”) L rc,(D, E) + x,(D; d, E) + xL,_ 1(& E”) L x,_ ,(D, E) 
from which x,(D; b, E) = 0. 
Hence from the other exact sequence 
TC,+ ,(D; d, E) --+ rrr(E, E”) -$ n,(b, 0) -+ n,(D; d, E; 
/I is an isomorphism as required. 
It follows at once from the splitting of the sequence 
7r,(D, 8) --+ 7r,(M2, A) --f 7c,(M’; fi, 0) 
that Nr n,(M’; fi, D). 
into 
From this follows at once: 
PROPOSITION 7. If p + 2g < 2rn - 3, then ll(f, g) E 8 if and only if al,s can be deformed 
D, keeping (BP x B4)* in A. 
In $6 we shall use 
PROPOSITION 8. If 2p + q < 2m - 3 and M is (p + q - m + I)-connected, then in 
Proof.GivenaPLmapf:BP,~P-,M-Bq,M-Bq,weprovethat~(f,g)~~. 
If f is in general position, then dim f-‘(Bq) < p + q - m and S, f n f -‘(Bq) = 0. 
Engulf f -‘(Bq) in a collapsible set C, c BP, withdimC,<p+q-m+l.IfC,isin 
general position then C, n S, f = 0. 
Engulf f (B “) n Bq in a collapsible set C, c B q with dim C, < p + q - m + 1. 
If A4 is (p + q - m + I)-connected we can engulff (C,) u C, in a collapsible set C3 in 
M. If C, is in general position, then f -‘(C,) = C, and C, n Bq = C2. 
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Choose a second derived neighbourhood D” of C, in M. Now D” is a ball, and 
D m n BP, being a regular neighbourhood of C, in BP, is a ball, say BIP; also D” n B4 is a 
ball, say B,¶. 
If we writef’ forf 1 BLP, g’ for g 1 B14, we have II(f, g) = IT(f’, g’), which is local since 
D” is a regular neighbourhood of BIq mod Blq. 
04. PROOF OF THEOREhl 3 
It is simplest to prove Theorem 3 before Theorems 1 and 2. 
Thus we suppose that 4 : K + M is an immersion, and that F: K* x I --+ &I* is an 
equivariant homotopy with F, = $J’, FI isovariant, and AK x Z open in F-‘(A,). 
We may suppose, by a collaring argument that 4(K) c &f. 
Every triangulation of K induces a natural cell structL:re on K’, the cells being products 
of simplices. We write E for the smallest subcomplex containing AK; thus E is the union 
of the squares of the simplices of the triangulation of K. It is easy to triangulate I< so that 
FI E x I is isovariant, i.e. F-‘(A,,[) n E x Z = AK x I. In particular this means that 4 
embeds each simplex of K. 
We work by induction on the simplices of such a triangulation, in some order of 
increasing dimension. 
Let up E K, and let L be the subcomplex consisting of all simplices which precede GP in 
the ordering. We suppose inductively that 4 embeds L and F 1 (L’ u E) x Z is isovariant, 
and we want to modify $ so as to embed L u ap and to make F 1 ((L u a”)* u E) x Z 
isovariant, keeping AK x I open in F-‘(AW). 
We do this by induction on the simplices of L in order. Let & EL, and let P be the 
subcomplex consisting of all simplices which precede c+. We write J’ for 
L2 u (G” x P) u (P x G”) 
and .Z for J’ u (a” x oq) u (G” x aP). 
We state the induction step as 
PROPOSITION 9. Zf $1 : K -+ M is an immersion x*hich embeds L and embeds P u ap, if 
F: K* x Z--f M2 is an eqaivariant homotopy such that F, = c$~*, FI is isocariant, 
F 1 (J’ u E) x Z is isovariant and AK x Z is open in F -‘(A,,{), and ly 3n < 2m - 3 and m 2 4, 
then ,oe can construct C/I~ regularly homotopic to cbl keeping L fixed such that 42 embeds 
P u ap u Go, and +re construct F’ : K* x Z + M* such that F,’ = 4**, F,’ = F,, A, x Z is 
open in F’-‘(A,), and F’ 1 (J u E) x Z is isocariant. 
This induction stops when P u ~~ = L, C$ embeds L u G' and F [ (L* u (L x G") u 
(op x L)) x Z is isovariant. Then immediately F 1 (L u G")* x Z is isovariant since (a”)’ c E. 
Proof of Proposition 9. Observe first that if Go, (iq are both faces of some one 
simplex, then there is nothing to prove, since ~~ x ~~ c E. Henceforth we assume that 
star(aP) n star(@) = fa. 
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We consider first the case CJ~ n ~~ = 0 as this part of the proof applies also to Theorems 
1 and 2. 
We writeffor $r / ap, g for 4r 1 cq: these are embeddings. Since up u tiq c P u d, and 
9 u oq c L, C$J~ maps rrp, tip into M - 4r(kq), M - or, and lT(J g) is well defined. 
Now $~r* 1 CJ~ x ~~ maps (a” x 5’)’ into I@ and represents g(A g). Also 4t2 IG~ x cq is 
homotopic to Fl 1 ap x CT~ keeping (a” x 0”)’ in iL’r (since FIJ’ x I is isovariant) and 
F,(aP x aq) c A. Therefore I(A g) = 0, and by Proposition 5, fI(J g) = 0. 
We write Z for qbl(Fr star aP), i.e. for $,(c?~ * link aP). Since oq # star gp, we can move 
4, a little, keeping L fixed, so that Z is in general position with respect to +r(a”). Note also 
that 4r(cp) n Z = $,(Sp). 
We are now in a position to apply Proposition 1 with b,(P) u Z for the P of Proposi- 
tion 1, to obtain an isotopy H of M, keeping 4,(P) ‘u Z fixed, such that H, 4r(ap) n 
c#I~(o”) = 0. This gives a regular homotopy of (br 1 star Go, and we define $r’ : K -+ M by 
HI q5I on star rrp, 4r on K - star cc. 
Since H is supported by a closed set in M - Z, $r’ is regularly homotopic to $r. The 
regular homotopy keeps L fixed and moves each simplex isotopically; also $1’ embeds 
P v ap u 04. 
We now have (4r’)* equivariant homotopic to F,, moving J’ u E isovariantly, and we 
want to move J u E isovariantly. This will require further modification of I$,‘. Restricting 
the equivariant homotopy to crp x oq, we have a map G : cp x aq x I -+ M* with 
G(aP x a4 x Z)’ c A. Let 6 E r-c p+ 4 + r(M2, fi) be the homotopy class of G. We write 6’ for 
C_‘(6) E n,+,(M- &(&.4), 1M - 4r(@). 
We apply Proposition 2 to obtain an isotopy H’ of M keeping c#I~(P) u Z fixed such 
that H,’ 41’(aP) n ~$~‘(d) = 0, and such that if Z is the homotopy of Gp induced by H’, then 
rI(r, g) = -6’. 
We define 42 : K + &I by HL’qbl’ on star up, +r’ on K-star cp. 
Now $2 has all the properties of 4r’ and in addition enables us to construct the required 
equivariant homotopy F’. 
Certainly 4*’ is equivariant homotopic to Fl moving J’ u E isovariantly. Let 
G’ : d’ x ~9 x I -+ M* be the restriction of the equivariant homotopy. As before 
G’(gP x oq x Z)’ c fi, but now we have cancelled out the homotopy class of G’, and we 
can deform G’ into iii keeping (cp x crq x I)’ fixed. Extend this deformation to a small 
neighbourhood of op x 8 x Zmod(GP x gq x I)‘, not meeting (J’ u E) x I. Do likewise in 
the corresponding neighbourhood of @ x ~~ x Z, and we have constructed the required 
equivariant homotopy F’. 
There remains the case op n d = p # 0. Since AK x Z is open in F -‘(A,w), we can find 
a regular neighbourhood alp of p in up such that F I (G,~ x oq x Z) is isovariant, and in 
particular such that 4r embeds oIp u 8. We write gzp for up - cIp, fr for $t 1 czp, g for 
41 1 c4. Now (6r2 1 G.2’ x G4 is homotopic to Fl I 02p x ~~ keeping (c2” x 8)’ in 1\7r. Thus 
aCfr, g) = 0, and the proof goes through as before. 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3 except in the case n = 1, nz = 3. 
In this case Proposition 1 provides an isotopy but not an ambient isotopy, ifp = 1. We 
do not need an ambient isotopy since star ~9 = #. 
§S. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We show here how the methods of the last section must be extended under the weaker 
hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2. 
For Theorem 1 we begin as before by moving 4(K) into A; by general position we can 
also make 4 non-degenerate, i.e. the inverse image of every point of M is a finite set. 
In Proposition 10 below we alter F a little and find a triangulation of K such that 
F) E x Zis isovariant, where E is as in the last section. The proof then proceeds by induction 
along the same lines as before, r?‘, c+, L, P, J’, J being as in the last section. The induction 
step is stated as Proposition 11. The step from F 1 (L2 u (8 x L) u (L x aP)) x I being 
isovariant to F 1 (L u cp)’ x I being isovariant is again immediate since (a”)’ c E. 
PROPOSITION 10. Girerz 4 : K +fil non-degenerate ad nn equicariant homotopy 
F: K2 x I -+ M2 suck that F, = qb2 and Fl is isomrinnt, if 3n < 2m - 3 then there is an 
equicnriunt homotopy F’ jkom 4’ to F, and n triangrdatio,z of K SIICII that F’ / E x I is 
isocarimrt. 
Proof. Let K, be a triangulation of K such that 4 : K -+ M is simplicial (for some 
triangulation of M). 
We write OK,* for the cell structure in K2 whose cells are products of simplices of 
K,. We write E, for the smallest subcomplex containing AK, also for its underlying poly- 
hedron. Note that 4’ 1 E, is isovariant. 
Every ordering of the vertices of K, induces an equivariant triangulation of K2 which 
subdivides q KT2 and in which AK is a subcomplex. We write AK,2 for this triangulation, and 
E’ for the triangulation of E, which it induces. 
We write D, for the projection of F-‘(A.,I) - A, x I onto K’, and D, for D, n E,. 
We want to move F into general position with respect to Anr , keeping K2 x i fixed, so 
as to make D, as small as possible. This can be done by moving 5 x I into general position 
with respect to A,, for each simplex T of E’, in order of increasing dimension. Equivariance 
can be preserved since f n & = 52/ unless z E AK. 
We now have dim D2 n (G” x K) < p + n - m + 1, where gp is any p-simplex of K,. 
We next want to make a small ambient isotopy into general position in K2 so as to 
make S2(p1 I D,) = 0, where p1 : K* -+ K is the projection onto the first factor. Now K 
is not a manifold, but we can make a move into general position in each cell of E, 
in increasing order of dimension, using the linear structure of each cell, and preserving 
equivariance. 
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This gives 
dim S,(p, I Dz A (c’ x K)) G 2(p + n - m + 1) - p 
=p+212-m+ l< -1 
so that S2(p1 1 Dz) = 0. 
We now write D, for pl(D,) c K and D, for pI(D2 n A,). D, is homeomorphic to 
D Soz:K’--+K 27 ’ induces involutions on D2, D, which we denote also by g. 
Let K, be a triangulation of K subdividing K, in which D, is a full subcomplex, D, a 
subcomplex, and x : D, -+ D, simplicial. We write E, for the smallest subcomplex of q Kt2 
containing AK. Clearly lE,I c lETI. 
We claim that K, is the triangulation we are seeking, i.e. that D, n E, c AK. 
Suppose x E D, n E, = D, n E,. This means that x E gp x CJ~ for some crp E K, and 
SE D,. 
Now pl(.4 E D, , so pl(x> E CT” A D, , and rrp n D, is a face, & say, of op. Similarly 
C(.Y E up x cp n D, , so pI(cc) E op n D, = a¶. Thus x E c4 x C+ n D, , and C+ c D, . 
Let err be the smallest simplex of K, containing pr(x) and pr(z_~), both of which lie in 
(TV. This means ar c D, and CM’ = D’, so 0’ c D, . 
Hence x E pi - ‘(DA) c AK, which completes the proof. 
The induction step of Theorem 1 is 
~ROPOSrrrON 11. If g5I : K+ M embeds L and embeds P v apt if F : K* x I --f M2 is an 
equivariartt homotopy with F, = C$ 12, F1 isocariartt, and F 1 (J’ v E) x I isovariant, and IY 
3n d 2m - 3, theh rve can construct #2 homotopic to $1 keeping Ljixed such that $2 embeds 
P v ap u ~9, and we cottstruct F’ such that F,’ = 422, F,’ = F,, and F’ 1 (J u E) x Z is 
isovariant. 
Proof. As in Proposition 9, if star gp n star ~~ # 0, there is nothing to prove, so we 
suppose star op n star fs4 = 0. 
In the case op n a4 = 0, the proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 9, 
except that it is no longer meaningful to assert that a homotopy is regular. We give here the 
proof in the case cp n a4 = p # 0. 
Writing 2 for r$,(Fr star aP), we move $r a little keeping L fixed so that Z is in general 
position with respect to 4,(Gq). 
Choose a triangulation of M and a subdivision of K such that $r is simplicial, and let 
K’, M’ be second derived subdivisions of these. 
We write BIP for the simplicial neighbourhood of p in op given by K’. If op = p * z 
then Blp is the union of three parts: 
6, = Blp n (p * i) 
b, = BIP n (j * 7) 
b, = closure of (SIP - bz - b3). 
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We also write Big for the simplicial neighbourhood of p in Go, and ci, c2, c3 for the parts of 
Big analogous to b,, b2, 6,. We write BzP for 8 - BIP, Bf-’ for b,, BP-’ for closure of 
BIp - By-‘, and Bzg, BT-‘, Bj-’ similarly. 
Let N be the simplicial neighbourhood of $,(BIP u Big) mod 4,(b2 u b, u c2 u CJ in 
M ‘. IV is a regular neighbourhood of p mod fi, so is a ball. We write iCi” for M - N. 
Let _fi : BIP+ Al be the restriction of $i to BIP. This maps B2P, Bf-‘, B$-’ into 
M” -B!-‘, d’--@-‘, M” - Bzg, and so determines an element w of n,(M’ - B4,-‘; 
fi -&j-l, hf” - Big). 
From the diagram 





n,(MO v S”‘--4; sm-q, MO) 
k 




6 = 0 since k = 0. 
Now f2 1 Bf-’ represents 6w E rtp(N - Bf-‘, i\i - Bf-I), and (so = 0. This means 
that the intersection class of By-’ and B 7 -’ in ti is zero, and Proposition 1 gives an ambient 
isotopy H of IV keeping (4i(P) u Z) n iiJ fixed such that H,f,(By-‘) n By-’ = 0. Note 
that b2 is kept fixed since $,(b,) c Z n I\i. Extend H to an isotopy of M keeping 4l(P) u Z 
fixed. 
BIP is a cone on b2 u 6, with vertex some interior point v of p; Big is a cone on c2 u c3 
with vertex v. Each of these cones is properly embedded in N in the sense of Lickorish [lo], 
as is Big u b,. 
Theorem 1 of Lickorish [lo] provides a homeomorphism of N onto a standard cone 
V * Sm-’ taking Big u b, onto a subcone. It is more convenient to regard this as giving N 
a cone structure in which Big u b, is a subcone. 
We writef, : Blp-+ N for H,c#I, 1 BIP, and fl for the conical extension off1 1 (b2 u b3). 
Now i;(BIP) n Big = p, and there is a homotopy Y : BIP x 14 N from fl tof,. The 
method of proof of Proposition 1 applied to Vproduces an isotopy from& tofl’, say, such 
thatfl’(BIP) n BIP = p, and the isotopy is covered by an ambient isotopy H’ of M supported 
by N and keeping fixed P u Z. 
Using the two isotopies Hand H ‘on star op, and the identity elsewhere, we obtain a map 
+1’ : K-t M which has all the properties required of 4l for the induction, and in addition 
the intersections of rsp, ~4 have been concentrated in BIP and Bzg. 
Writingg for +1’ 1 Bzg, ll(fl’, g) is now a well-defined element of n,(M - Bzg, M - Big). 
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The choice of the isotopy H of iii is. according to Proposition 2, in n,(.q -B:-l, 
fi - BT-I), which is isomorphic to the local subgroup of z,(!Cf -bzq, &I - B,q), an iso- 
morphism q being given by 






7qM - &, M - L&4) z iYp(M - (bl(t”), M - qll(G”)) 
Altering the choice of H by a homotopy class r has the effect of adding r to IT(fi’, g). 
When we have shown that I”I(fi’, g) is necessarily local it will follow that H may be chosen 
so that I’I(j;‘, g) = 0. 
Now (41’)’ is equivariant homotopic to F, moving J’ u E isovariantly, and 
(&‘)21(aP x BIq u BIP x d) is isovariant. We write A for c+’ x & x I. Restricting the equi- 
variant homotopy to ~9 x oq, we have a map G : A + At’ with G -‘(A.,,,) n A c BzPx 
Bzq x 0 u Ap x I. Note that G 1 (BzP x Blq x 0) is just CI/,,,~. 
Triangulate A, M2 so that G is simplicial, and let D, be a second derived neighbourhood 
of Ap x I in A; D, is clearly a ball, and G maps D, into a regular neighbourhood D, of 
Anr. Thus G furnishes a homotopy of nJ,S,4 into D,,,, keeping (BIP x B,“)’ in fi. Hence by 
Proposition 7, II(f,‘, g) E _!Y and we can arrange that n(,fI’, g) = 0. 
We can now use Proposition 1 to remove the intersections of CJ~ with oq, specifically we 
find an isotopy H” of M keeping fixed c$~(P) u Z u BIP u Blq such that Hl”fl’(B,P) n 
B2q = 0. We define c#J~” : K --t M by 4,’ on K - star CJ~, H,“q5,’ on star op. 
We now have $I” homotopic to 4, keeping L fixed, c$~” embeds P u op u aq, and 
(c$~“)~ is equivariant homotopic to FI moving J’ u E isovariantly, and one further modi- 
fication will allow J u E to be moved isovariantly. 
Let G : A -+ M’ be the restriction to CI~ x 8 of the equivariant homotopy from 
(&1”)2 to F,. This time G -‘(Aw) n A = A; x 1. Again, let D, be a second derived neighbour- 
hood of A,, x I in A, and let D, be the closure of A - D,. Now G maps A, D,, D, into 
M2, D,, h?, and so defines a homotopy class d E np+,+,(M2; D,, i?). 
Recall that 7-t p+q+,(iM2; D,, d?)r e/1’ c zp+q+l (M’, A) [Proposition 61. Using 
Proposition 2 we can alter H” by 1-‘6, and thus replace (bl” by 4r such that 6 = 0. 
Let R be a regular neighbourhood of D, mod D, in A. Since 6 = 0, G can be deformed 
keeping A fixed so as to map R into D,vf, A - R into A. Let T be the closure of G -‘(AM) - 
A, x Z, and T’ the set obtained by joining T to some interior point z of Ap x I, using 
some convex linear structure in R in which A,, x I is convex. By general position we may 
suppose T’ is a cone. Let U = T’ n I?. Let T, T’ be triangulated, with T’ as the simplicial 
cone on T. Let s : T’ -+ U be the simplicial map keeping U fixed and mapping every other 
vertex to z. 
We now deform G in three stages, keeping l? fixed: 
(i) deform T’ into A,M, keeping T fixed and I? - T’ in A. 
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(ii) keeping G -‘(A,,[) = Ap x I u T’, make G 1 T’ agree with Gs : T’ -+ AiM. 
Now s extends to a map II : R -+R such that S2 u = T’, G factors through u (as 
G = G ‘I(, say) and u is homotopic to 1 R . 
(iii) move from G to G’. 
Finally, we have only to extend these deformations to a suitable neighbourhood of 
crp x ~9 x I in K’ x I, and do the same in the neighbourhood of Go x gp x I to construct 
the required equivariant homotopy from (4J2 to E’,, which is isovariant on J u E. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 11, and thus of Theorem 1. 
Relative versions of Theorem 1 
The most obvious relative version is that if K,, is a subpolyhedron of K, if $ embeds 
K,, in h? and if Fl K02 x I is isovariant, then C#I is homotopic to an embedding I$~, keeping 
K,, fixed, such that $12 is isovariant homotopic to FI. 
When $(K,) @ $1, a further hypothesis is needed: 
THEOREM l(R). Uncier the comlitions of Theorem I, if K, is a nrbpolJhedron of K, and if 
4 1 K, is an embedding, if K, = K, n +-‘(&f ), and if F 1 (K02 u K, x Ku K x K,) x I is 
isovariant, then 4 is homotopic, keeping K,, fixed, to an embedding C$J~ such that c#J~’ and Fl are 
isovariant homotopic. 
Proof. Triangulate K so that K, and K, are subcomplexes. Make C$ non-degenerate 
keeping K,, fixed. Make c#J-‘(~I?) = K,, keeping K, fixed. Subdivide by Proposition 10. Order 
the simplices putting all simplices of K, first, in order of increasing dimension, then those of 
K,, in like order, then the rest, in like order. 
There is now no difficulty in applying Proposition 11. 
For a relative version in which $J maps K,, into fi (but does not necessarily embed it) 
and the object is to keep K, in 6f during the homotopy, the appropriate conditions are 
F-‘(A,) n ((K x K, u K, x K) x Z) c K,’ x Zand F(K,’ x I) c &f2. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Recall that we are given a neighbourhood U of AK and 4’ 1 U equivariant homotopic 
to Fl. 
Make 4 non-degenerate, triangulate so that U contains every cell G x 7 of K2 which 
meets AK, subdivide by Proposition 8, and apply Proposition 11 whenever op x G¶ c U. 
$6. PROOFS OF COROLLARIES 
COROLLARY 1. We have a homotopy 4 : K x I -+ M between trc’o embeddings &, $1, 
and an equivariant map F: K2 x I2 ---f M2 such that F,,, = +S2, F,,, = CJ~~‘, F,,, = 412, 
and F,. 1 is isocariant, for all s, t E I. 
We wish to construct an isotopy from 40 to c#I~, homotopic (mod K x i) to 4, given 
3n < 2m - 4. 
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Proof. First choose a collar of k in M, and isotop +0, $I into the interior of M. 
Define $ : K x I --+ M x I by I,!J(.Y, t) = ($(x, t), t). We use Theorem l(R) to prove that 
$ is homotopic, keeping K x i fixed, to an embedding of K x I in 11-I x I. Finally, a theorem 
of Hudson gives the isotopy. 
WedefineY:(KxI)ZxZ+M2x12by 
Y(x, s, y, t, u) = (I$(x, ~(1 - tr) + tu), I#J(~, ~11 + t( 1 - u)), s, r) if II d f 
(&, y, +(s + t), 2u - l), s, t) if II B +. 
With the obvious identification of M2 x I2 with (M x I)’ we may regard Y as a map 
from (K x 1)’ x I to (M x Z)‘. It may be verified that Y is equivariant with respect to 
the involutions of (K x 1)’ and (M x I)‘, that Y(x, s, Y, t, 0) = (Il/(-y, s), I~/(Y, t)), that 
Y~((KxZ)~X~ is isovariant and that Y~(KxixKxZuKxIxKxi)xZ is 
isovariant. 
We are now in a position to apply Theorem l(R) with K x I, K x i, $, Y in place of 
K, K,, 4, F, to produce an embedding of K x I in M x I’which agrees with $ on K x i. 
Such an embedding is called a concordance of K in M, and Hudson has shown [S] 
that under certain circumstances a concordance can be made level-preserving so as to 
become an isotopy. 
A relative version of Corollary 1 would need a more elaborate relative version of 
Theorem 1 and a relative version of Hudson’s concordance theorem. 
COROLLARY 2 is proved similarly. 
COROLLARY 3 depends on simplicial approximation, for which see the appendix. 
COROLLARY 4 was proved in $1. 
COROLLARY 5. (i) Given an immersion I$ : K -+ M where K1 K,, , dim K, = s and 
3s < 2m - 3, and given F: K02 x I -+ M2 equicariant krith F, = (4 1 KO)2, F1 isovariant and 
AK0 x I open in F - ‘(AM), ,re wish to construct an embedding 4I regularly homotopic to $ with 
(+1 1 KO)’ isovariant homotopic to F1. 
(ii) If we are given F: K2 x I + 151’ with F,, = 42, F1 isorariant and A, x I open in 
F -‘(A,\,), use want to have $I2 isovariant homotopic to F1. 
Proof. As in $4, K may be triangulated so that 4 embeds each simplex. Let such a 
triangulation be subdivided so that K ‘X K, simplicially. We have 
KL ...‘Q K,L Ki_l L . ..L KO 
each collapse being elementary simplicial. 
We work by induction on the K,. 
For the induction step of 5(i), we have a regular homotopy @ of Ki_ I in M, with DO = 
4 1 K,_ 1, which moves 5 n Ki_l isotopically for each 7 E K, and such that @‘I embeds Ki-1. 
We must construct a regular homotopy of Kj with the same properties. 
To start the induction we apply Theorem 3 to 4 1 K, . To ensure that each 7 n K, moves 
isotopically we interpret Z as 4(K, n Fr star(ciP, K)) in the proof. 
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We now prove the induction step. Let Ki = Ki_l v v’, and Ki_I n op = P. The con- 
struction of the regular homotopy so far is such that it can be replaced at every stage by 
one which keeps P fixed, and which keeps a neighbourhood N of P in Ki_l (embedded by (p) 
fixed. We extend 0 to a homotopy of Ki, keeping (ip fixed: this homotopy is regular since 
N is kept fixed. Since @i embeds Ki_l, there is a regular neighbourhood Q of P in # such 
that @r embeds Ki_l u Q. The required regular homotopy of Ki is achieved simply by 
shrinking ~~ into Q, keeping P fixed. 
For the induction step of 5(ii) we have also that @i2 is isovariant homotopic to 
Fl 1 (Ki_l)‘, and we must show that when D is extended over Ki, Q,2 is isovariant homo- 
topic to FL 1 (Ki)2. 
Let Y : Ki2 x I -+ M’ be th e equivariant homotopy from @,2 to Fl ; Y 1 Jis isovariant, 
whereJ= (Kf_, x Z) u (Ki2 x 1). 
Since AK, x Z is open in Y’(A,), there is a regular neighbourhood R of J in Ki2 x I 
such that Y 1 J u R is isovariant. We deform ‘I! into the required isovariant homotopy 
simply by shrinking Ki2 x I into J u R, keeping J fixed (equivariance is no problem). 
COROLLARY 6. We are given I#J : K -+ M where M is (2n - m + 1)-connecfed, and 
3n<2m-3. i$:r7-+Sm NYU defined (up to homotopy) in $1, and we are given that $ 
is equivariant homotopic to the constant map Cl : r? -+ o E Sm. We must prove that 4 is homo- 
topic to an embedding. 
Proof. For any triangulation K, of K, let K, be the largest subcomplex of o KT2 contained 
in i?. We also write Z?, for the underlying polyhedron, 4, for 6 I i?,, and R, forR I I?,. 
The proof is by induction on the simplices of K,, and using the notation of $94, 5 
the induction step is 
PROPOSITION 12. Zf M is (2n - m + I)-connected and 3n < 2m - 3, if 4 : K + M embeds 
L and embeds P u op, if 4,(J’ n ET) = w and if$, is equiw-iant homotopic to R, keeping 
J’ n z,jixed, then C#J is homotopic to Cpl keeping L$xed, such that ~5~ embeds P u op u 04, 
&,(J n 17,) = CO, and 4, T is equivariant homotopic to !Cl, keeping J n R,$xed. 
Proof. We proved in Proposition 8 that JV = 0. This means that if cp n a4 f 0, we can 
move GP off o4 as in the proof of Proposition 11. Since J’ n R, = J n K, there is nothing 
further to prove in this case. 
If cp n ~9 = 0, then 4, I op x d maps (cp x a’)’ to o, and so defines an element 1. of 
x~+$‘~, w). Now rrp+,(Sm)z: c rrp+q (M2, A) so that i is effectively the local part of 
a(f, g). The hypotheses imply that 1, = 0, and since JV = 0, this means r(f, g) = 0 and hence 
Thus we can move CJ~ off r9 by Proposition 1, keeping P u Z fixed. Now 4, maps 
crp x c4 into S” -6, and up to homotopy this is the same as mapping ~~ x ~~ to o. There is 
no need to modify our choice of deformation of ~~ in this case, and +1 is defined on star up 
and K - star ap in the usual way. This completes the proof of Proposition 12 and so of 
Corollary 6. 
COROLLARY 7 is proved similarly, compare Theorem 2. 
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COROLLARIES 8 and 9 were deduced from Corollaries 6 and 7 in $1. 
COROLLARY 10. We have only to prove 
PROPOSITION 13. If V” is a manifold, if f: V+ M has S, f c p, if xi(f) = 0 for 
i < 2n - rn + 1, and ifn < m - 2, then f’ is equicariant homotopic to an isovariant map, 
Proof. One easily shows that ni(f2) = 0 if i < 2n - m + 1. 
Let C be the mapping cylinder off * : V2 --* M2, obtained from V2 x I u M* by 
identifying (x, 1) with f’(x). We write D, for the closure of (f’)-‘(A.,I) - (Ay); if f is in 
general position, dim D, $ 2n - m. 
We write Dz c C for the mapping cylinder off 2 1 : D, -+ f’(Dl), and q : D, x I + D, 
for the natural identification map. 
Since dim D2 < 2n - m + 1, D, can be deformed equivariantly into V2 x 0 c C, 
keeping D, fixed. Let g : D1 x Z + C be such a deformation, with g(x, 0) = s and 
9(D, x 1) c V2 x 0 c C. 
Where p : C --f M is the natural projection, pg : D, x I + M 2 can be considered as a 
deformation of pg1(D2) into ASf. 
By general position gr embeds D2 in V2, provided n < m - 2. We write D, for 
g1(D2) c V2 and q’ : D, x I + D, for glq. 
We define a homotopy 4 : D, x I -+ M2 by 4(x, t) = pg(g;‘(x), 1 - t). 
Thus $(x, 0) =f’(x) and 4(x, 1) =f’(r) where x = q’(y, s). 
Let 4 be extended to an equivariant homotopy of V2 in M* with $0 =f2 and 
~;‘(A.M) = A, ” D 3. 
Provided D, c v2, the retraction r : D, -+ D, defined by r(x) = q’(y, 1) where 
x = q’(y, s), extends to an equivariant map r : V2 + V’ which maps V* - D, homeo- 
morphically. Also r is homotopic to the identity. 
Now 4r : V2 -+ M2 factors as $r, say, and rc/ is the required isovariant map equivariant 
homotopic to f 2. 
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APPESDIX ON EQUIVARL-LUT SIMPLICIAL APPROXIS~TION 
In Corollary 3 we are given a continuous map 4 : K + M and a continuous equivariant 
homotopy Ffrom 4’ to Fl : K2 -+ M', which is isovariant. We want a PL map $ homotopic 
to I$, and a PL isovariant map @ : K2 -+ M2 PL equivariant homotopic to ti2. 
The usual simplicial approximation theorem is inadequate for this: if II/ is a simplicial 
approximation to 4, it can be that li/’ is not a simplicial approximation to 4’. Also if 
F: K2 + L' is isovariant, there may be no simplicial approximation which is isovariant. 
Suppose given F: K2 x I-, L' equivariant (not PL) with F, = 42 and Fl isovariant. 
Let ri/ : K, -+ L, be a simplicial approximation to 4, where K,, L, denote triangula- 
tions of K, L. We shall construct a PL equivariant homotopy Y : KZ x I-+ L2 from $’ to 
an isovariant map D. 
Every ordering of the vertices of K, induces a triangulation of K2 in which G x r is a 
subcomplex for 6, t E K, , and a : Kz + K2 is simplicial. We write K,’ for this triangulation. 
Let L, be ordered, and let K, have the partial order induced by $; this makes 
$’ : K,' + LT2 simplicial. 
The open sets F;' (stSr(Y, Lr2)), where Y is a vertex in Ar., cover AK. Choose an 
equivariant subdivision K,2 of KT2 such that the star of each vertex x in A, is contained in 
F;‘(star(Y, Lr2)) for some vertex Y in ALr.. Let (D(x) be one such Y. 
Let N be the simplicial neighbourhood of AK in K*2, and write E for K2 - N with the 
triangulation induced from K,2. 
The open sets F;‘(star(Y, LT2)), where Y is a vertex not in A,, cover i?, which is 
compact. Choose an equivariant subdivision R, of R such that the star of each vertex x 
is contained in Fi’(star(Y, LT2)) for some vertex Y not in Ar.. Let a(x) be one such Y. 
The vertices of Ke2 and K, together determine uniquely a subdivision Kt2 of K,' 
having only these vertices. 
For each vertex x of K,2 we have m(x) E L T2, determining a simplicial map@ : Kt2 --f LT2 
which is isovariant and equivariant homotopic to F,. [Question: can @ be made isovariant 
homotopic to Fl ?] 
We now have PL maps $I~, 0 : K2 + Lz and a continuous equivariant homotopy 
between them: we want a PL equivariant homotopy. 
Triangulate K2 x I so that K2 x 0 is triangulated by KT2, and K2 x 1 by KF. 
We may suppose we have F: K2 x I + L2 with 
F(x, Y, r) = $2(-u, Y) if r<$ 
@(x9 Y) if f 2 2. 
The open sets F-‘(star(Y, LT2)), where Y is a vertex, cover K2 x I, and those with 
y E Ar. cover AK x I. Let 6 > 0 be such that the &neighbourhood of each point 5 of 
K2 x I is contained in F-‘(stbr(y, L,‘)) for some vertex y which is in Ar. if 5 E AK x I. 
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Subdivide K2 x I without subdividing K2 x i, so that each simplex not contained in 
K* x ([0, a] u [a, I]) has diameter ~6. 
We can now choose, for each vertex x of K2 x I, a vertex Y(X) of L,* such that 
star x c F -‘(st~r(Y(x), LT2)) 
Y is equivariant 
‘u(x) = ti2(x) if XEK'XO 
Y(x)= O(x) if x~K'x1, 
This defines a simplicial map Y which is the required equivariant homotopy. 
